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Tobin Freid, sustainability manager

Sustainability is not just a buzz word for Tobin Freid, it is a 
passion. And it takes passion in your field to dedicate time 
and energy toward it, as Freid has done with sustainability 
over the past 17 years. Eight of those years have been spent 
sharing her knowledge and passion with the city and county 
of Durham. Her recent successful involvement in Duke 
Energy’s Smart Energy in Offices (SEiO) program has been 
a natural progression to help her meet admirable and lofty 
sustainability goals.

As a sustainability manager, Freid’s main focus is to make 
sure the city and county of Durham’s office buildings 
are running in a manner that satisfies their day-to-day 
operational needs, without negatively impacting the 
environment. Beyond that, she aims to make Durham an 
energy efficiency role model. She continuously seeks to 
utilize new and creative ways to help Durham “be green.” 
Freid has studied other cities around the country and 
watched them transform themselves into prime examples 
of effective, sustainable cities and is excited to be helping 
Durham reach its sustainability goals.

Freid’s proactive and purposeful approach toward energy 
efficiency naturally led her toward the SEiO program in 
2015, which came as a pleasant surprise. She explains, 
“We had a meeting with Duke Energy to discuss the 
migration of our energy data into ENERGY STAR® Portfolio 
Manager® to help track energy efficiency across all of our 
properties. SEiO was introduced as a complete solution.” 
Freid’s interest was instantly piqued. “Smart Energy, what’s 
that?,” she said, “and of course I needed to hear more.”

Upon learning just a fraction of what SEiO offers at that 
initial meeting, Freid understood the potential energy 
efficiency benefits for the buildings across the city and 
county. As Freid started communicating with the SEiO team, 
she learned that SEiO is a no-cost, voluntary behavioral-
based program that aims to create a new culture concerning 
energy savings. 

”Lasting behavioral change takes time. SEiO aims to 
help people understand the value of changing habits 
for long-term impact.”

Tobin Freid, sustainability manager

Success for the city and county of Durham

Number of campaigns
Three communitywide tenant challenges since April, 2016

Participation levels achieved
Add it Up: 217 participants
Butterfly Effect: 207 users taking 6,021 actions

Secrets of success 
Personalizing SEiO weekly emails
Creating a buzz among employees
Offering LED bulbs as added incentives to active participants

Start your SEiO success story.
Contact us at info@smartenergyinoffices.com



SEiO offers both operator and tenant focused campaigns 
and challenges. Operator campaigns focus on building 
systems and controls to help maximize savings while 
maintaining optimal system efficiency and occupant 
comfort. Tenant challenges focus on building occupants and 
encourages them to make small changes in their work day 
that can add up to a big impact.

Despite her already busy workload, Freid’s interest in the 
program and action as a SEiO coach was the driving force 
behind engaging the city and the county. She prioritized 
SEiO involvement which helped provide the push Freid 
needed to get through to the majority and the decision 
makers. She says, “People can be iffy about joining 
programs if they don’t understand the value, or see an 
instantaneous benefit. But any lasting behavioral change 
takes time.” 

Freid’s perseverance made her a natural choice for an 
energy coach, the liaison between the SEiO program and 
the participating tenants and employees. While the SEiO 
team organizes the challenges and provides all of the 
materials and communications necessary to participate, 
coaches are the ones to implement the challenges among 
their tenants, encourage participation and create the buzz 
amongst their co-workers.

Fried oversaw the implementation of the communitywide 
challenge, “Add It Up” with the city of Durham in April, 
2016. The city responded with the highest participation 
numbers of any community in the program. She followed 
suit with Durham county and the “Butterfly Effect” 
challenge in July, 2016. Again, the Durham community had 
some of the highest participation overall in the SEiO tenant 
challenge.

While Freid notes appreciation that the SEiO team provides 
implementation support and awareness building materials, 
she recognizes that personalization and customization 
for her teams would help her make the program more 
successful. She explains that one of the advantages of being 
a SEiO energy coach is that each will best understand their 
own audience, making them the ideal communicators and 
motivators. 

Another key to Freid’s success was the use of an incentive. 
She had an extra stash of LED bulbs on-hand from a prior 
event, which she used to reward active participants. Freid 
notes, “People were excited about the bulbs. They are 
useful and a great reminder of what we’re trying to do 
here.”

Tobin Freid insists that being a SEiO energy coach doesn’t 
take much time, and is a fun and easy way to help realize 
sustainability goals. She concludes, “It’s about getting what 
you give.”
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For additional information regarding Duke Energy Smart 
Energy in Offices, visit us at smartenergyinoffices.com or 
follow us on Twitter @DE_SmartEnergy.


